Supplementary Information: Getz Ice Shelf melt enhanced by freshwater discharge from beneath the West Antarctic Ice Sheet
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This material consists of six supplementary figures to the main text.

Figure 1. The helicopter gravity acquisition from RVIB Araon, 2015 - 2016. The photos from left to right are icebreaker RVIB Araon; Helicopter AS350 on board Araon loaded with gravimeter GT1A, the red box indicates the gravimeter; the GT1A gravimeter; GT1A’s power electronics and GPS receiver.
Figure 2. The free air gravity anomalies over Getz Ice Shelf. Lines of gravity data is shown in Figure 1 of the main text. The background image is MODIS-derived Mosaic of Antarctica (Scambos et al., 2007).

Figure 3. The selected bulk density values used in the final bathymetry inversion. The unit of the label number is kg·m$^{-3}$. 
Figure 4. Uncertainty estimation using known ice bottom elevations. The top panel is the histograms with the Mean Error and Root Mean Square Error between inverted and measured ice bottom elevation over grounded ice survey lines. The bottom panel shows the histogram with the Mean and Root Mean Square Error between inverted bathymetry and known ship measured bathymetry from ship track (Nitsche et al., 2007). The two vertical red lines are RMSE = ± 246.25 m.
Figure 5. Local temperatures above freezing at depths corresponding to the ice shelf base. Temperatures are interpolated from the mean profile of 25 CTD casts (Locarnini et al., 2013) acquired at the Getz Ice Shelf front.
Figure 6. Surface channels over Getz Ice Shelf line up with the channel outlets. The background image is MODIS-derived Mosaic of Antarctica (Scambos et al., 2007).
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